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enews

Seems like forever since this website began. This is 
newsletter 100, which means there are still lots of free stained glass 
patterns to make.... One a month alone would keep someone busy. , 
just making them keeps me busy (copying and pasting the pictures and the URLs). It is 
actually astounding to me that the site has been accepted, and new individuals find it every 
day, for which I am grateful. I enjoy your comments and ideas, and even though sometimes I 
wonder whether the custom designs will sell, I am always surprised. So this is one reason 
that I can keep custom pattern prices very low.  

Since I also enjoy making counted cross stitch patterns and peyote stitch beading 
diagrams, please tell your friends about these websites (especially  http://memory-
beads.com)

The free pattern for this month comprises the numerals for 100, which you can make 
for your favorite centigenarian, or if you house happens so have these numberals, for a 
transom.  I can customize (three numerals only) in this font.... which is a pretty cool font, if 
you ask.  

Making stained glass panels to give away can be a great way to 
increase your immune system.  Giving is indeed more beneficial 
than receiving.  I think my life has been blessed more since I 
began giving away my time and ideas (this website and the 
others I manage) than I could ever have imagined.  I try to 
include at least one freebie with every order.  
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new stained glass patterns: January
at PDQpatterns.com
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new stained glass patterns: January
on eStainedglasspatterns.com

custom 
spider webs :)
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many hours were spent on this
colorado landscape stained glass
pattern set of panels of the 
actual flatiron mountains - 
several variations cam be ordered
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free pattern for FEBRUARY

Google plus, or  like, or tweet or write a review or “like” of 
facebook, ON ANY SITE linked here and you get a free pattern of 
your choice. (you must email me what you did and the name of 
any pattern, and I will send it)
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